Volunteer coordination, centralized.
Simple idea. Lasting Impact.

An integral part of ChaffeeCOMMONS is VIA, or Volunteers in Action - a county-wide shared
volunteer database and coordination system. This cloud-based platform from Galaxy Digital is a
custom-built, high-end volunteer sign up, communication, coordination, and management
system that CCCF is hosting and making available to Chaffee County.
Volunteer coordination is often organization-centric, with nonprofits having lists of volunteers
without the capacity or system to truly give those volunteers the experiences they desire.

Community Benefits
Volunteer-centric model promotes
catering to volunteers instead of orgs
Ability to peruse and sign up for
any number of opportunities in
line with personal passions and
skills
Track your hours easily and share
your accomplishments to promote
volunteerism
Get relevant notifications as desired
about specific causes, jobs you've
signed up for, and more
Trust that your information is
safe and secure and used for
volunteering only!
An example of what Chaffee County will
experience can be found at
EstesVolunteers.org. Prominently
promoting visitors to sign up to volunteer
will increase overall civic engagement in
Chaffee, and allow community members
the chance to know all the ways they
can give back.

Nonprofit Benefits
Branded opportunities page to
highlight all the ways to get
involved with your org!
Ability to email and SMS specific
groups of volunteers
Waitlist feature allows for
automatic notifications and signups
whenever a volunteer cancels.
CCCF provides dedicated support
and guidance.
Premium platform at reduced rates
through shared cost model
Recruit more volunteers
through shared marketing of
central platform

Community members see posted
opportunities, can search by cause,
time/date, organization, and more. In
addition, a robust calendar view helps
display opportunities as well.

Organizations have their own pages where
they can post opportunities, share their
mission, and highlight their work.

Community members can peruse opportunities at their leisure, and, once
logged in, can see how many slots are open or if a waitlist has started for
each opportunity. Additional information they can see includes needed
skills, job description, location, hours, whether it is recurring or not, and
more.

